
HAND SHEARS
 
 
 

 
 

300L Pruning Shears 
 

These black finished shears are lightweight 
at only .24 lb, but with a hot bath 
quenching process gives the high-carbon 
steel blades durable cutting power. Non-
slip lightweight grips fit comfortably in the 
hand. 

ITEM # HP300LBP 
 

K-800 Hedge Shears 
 

Hard-chrome nickel-plated, replaceable 
steel blades produce high cutting 
strength. The slightly curved handles and 
blades prepare the optimal angle to cut 
bushes and grass. Plastic handles 
provide durability. 

ITEM # HSK800R 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

K-900 Telescoping Hedge Shears 
 

These blades are nickel plated to prevent 
resin, stain, and rusting, but high-carbon 
steel construction makes them durable. 
Telescoping handles are easily adjustable 
from 19” to 32½” 
ITEM # HSK900Z 

 
 

LP-33L Lopping Shears 
 

These loppers have a cutting diameter of 
approx 1.4”. Made of high-carbon steel, 
while having a fluorocarbon resinating 
finish that smoothes surface sliding 
producing extra cutting power and 
prevents resin and stain. 

ITEM # HP33L 

180ZK Telescopic Long Reach Shears 

 

These long reach pruners have a lightweight aluminum arm with a comfortable handgrip to prevent 
fatigue. The arm revolves allowing you to cut from any direction without moving the handgrip. Large, 
sharp hard chrome plated blades quickly clip boughs while resisting rust and corrosion. Arm extends from 
4.9’ to 9.8’. 

 
 

EXW 2.7 Pole Saw 
 

 
 

This pole saw is manufactured from hard-chrome plating while the blade from high-carbon steel. The 
TURBOCUT curvature ground teeth cut effortlessly into wood of all types. The two-section pole can 
readily be extended from 6’ to 9’. 
 

EXP 4.5 Extension Pole 
 

Pole extends from 6’ to 15’ and is made from high-carbon steel. 
 

UV 34 Saw Blade 
 

A high-carbon steel saw blade used in conjunction 
with the EXP extension pole. 13” blade has 
SUPER TURBOCUT teeth and a hooked tip to 
help remove limbs and twigs. 
ITEM # SC34EXP 

 

210DX Folding Saw Pruner 
 

This folding saw is manufactured from high-
carbon steel with taper ground TURBOCUT teeth. 
Overall length of the blade is 6”. 
ITEM # HP210DX 

 
 

 

ITEM # HP180ZK 

ITEM # SCEXW27 

ITEM # SCEXP45 



HAND SHEARS 
 
 

 
Houseplant Shear 

 

Forged from steel alloy with a compact 
design for smaller hands.  Has an 
ambidextrous grip with resharpenabe, 
narrow blades for delicate plants. 
ITEM # COR4310 
 

Anvil Pruner 
 

¾” cutting diameter capacity chrome 
plated pruner with an easy to set thumb 
lock. Reshapenable anvil blade with a 
pistol-grip handle design makes this easy 
for pruning dry wood growth. 
ITEM # COR3110 

 

Angled Head Bypass Pruner 
 

¾” diameter cutting capacity 
designed for general-purpose 
pruning. Fully heat-treated, forged 
high carbon steel alloy construction 
with resharpenable blade and non-
slip grip. 
ITEM # COR3120 
 

Professional Bypass Pruner 
 

Fully heat-treated, forged alloy 
construction with resharpenable forged 
Radial Arc bypass blade and non-slip 
cushioned grips. Slant ground, narrow 
profile that is available in two sizes. 
ITEM # SIZE 
COR3160 
COR3180 

¾” Bypass Pruner 
1” Bypass Pruner 

 

Bypass Pruner 
 

1” diameter cutting capacity with an 
angled handle for less bending of the 
wrist. Bypass design for closer, 
cleaner, and healthier cuts. Forged 
steel alloy design with comfort grips. 
ITEM # COR4250 
 

Leather Scabbard 
 

Top grain leather construction. Stitched 
and riveted for durability, belt clip and 
loops included. Universal design fits most 
hand pruners. 

ITEM # COR7220 

Serrated Blade Hedge Shear 
 

Fully heat-treated steel alloy blades for 
strength. Bolt on top-grade hardwood 
handles with comfortable, non-slip grips. 
ITEM # COR6920 
 

Compound Action Shear 
 

Heat-treated high carbon steel blades: 
Top blade is serrated, while the bottom is 
non-stick coated for easy cleaning. 
Compound action multiplies your cutting 
power. Strong aluminum handles with 
comfort grips. 
ITEM # COR4220 

 

Aluminum Head Shear 
 

Forged, reshapenable steel alloy blades 
and lightweight, high-strength aluminum 
12” handles. Serrated top blade with 
limb notch lower blade. Forged bumper 
cups reduce shoulder fatigue. 
ITEM # COR6940 
 

Professional Aluminum Shear 
 

Fully heat-treated for strength, 10 ½” 
reshapenable, forged steel alloy blades 
with lightweight high-strength elliptical 
aluminum handles. Slant ground, narrow 
profile blade, with limb notch lower blade. 
ITEM # COR6970 

 

Forged Bypass Lopper 
 

1½” diameter cutting capacity lopper 
with resharpenable, forged steel blade 
and hook. Lightweight, but durable 
aluminum handles with non-slip, 
cushioned grips.  
ITEM # COR4150 
 

Compound Lopper w/ Extendable Handles 
 

Lightweight, strong fiberglass handles 
extend from 21” to 33”. Fully heat-treated 
blade is non-stick for easy cleaning. 
Compound action multiplies your power 
and cushioned grips for comfort. 
Available in anvil and bypass blades. 
ITEM # DESCRIPTION 
COR3450 
COR3470 

Anvil Lopper 
Bypass Lopper 



LANDSCAPING TOOLS 
 
 
 

12’ Compound Action Tree Pruner 

 

Lightweight fiberglass pole that telescopes from 6’ to 12’ with a durable rope pulley system with the 
exclusive Powerglide rope pull. A 28” comfortable foam grip provides comfort to match precision. A high 
strength zinc alloy pruning head combines a fully heat-treated, high carbon non stick blade with a 1¼” 
cutting diameter and a 13” curved Razor Tooth Saw to bring maximum cutting power. 

ITEM # COR6830 
 

10½” Folding Saw 
 

Folding saw for medium to large 
branches with replaceable 10 ½” steel 
alloy folding blade. Blade has three 
sided razor teeth for multi action cutting 
and has impulse hardened teeth for 
longer life.  
ITEM # COR7060 

 

6½” Folding Saw 
 

Folding saw for small to medium 
branches with cushioned pistol grip, 
razor teeth sharpened on 3 sides so it 
cuts faster and cleaner than cleaner 
than conventional saws. Replaceable 
6½” curved folding blade.  

ITEM # COR4040 

Machete 
 

Tempered steel blade for greater strength and maximum flexibility. 
Resharpenable blade extends through the co-molded handle with 
anti-slip grips.  

ITEM # SIZE 
COR60041 
COR60042 

18” Machete 
22” Machete  

 
Corn Knife 

 

Tempered steel blade for greater 
strength, while heat-treated for flexibility. 
The blade extends through the handle. 
ITEM # COR62040 

 

 
Cane Knife 

 

Hook on blade allows for pulling cut items 
by the limbs. Heat-treated, tempered steel 
blade that extends through the handle. 
ITEM # COR61040 

 
Comfort Trowel 

3” wide blade of lightweight polished 
aluminum with cushioned grip. 
ITEM # COR3010 

 

Comfort Transplanter 
Narrow profile for use with pots. 
Graduated and marked for depth. 
ITEM # COR3020 

Cleanout Shovel 
 

3” sharpened blade edge penetrates ground while sides give strength and keeps 
dirt in blade. 48” fiberglass handle. 

ITEM # COR64023 
 

Landscape Rake 
 

Aluminum construction with extra thick 
tine tips. 36” wide head with 36 tines 
and a 60” aluminum handle for 
durability.  

ITEM # COR61062 

Landscape Rake 
 

Aluminum construction with extra thick 
tine tips. 24” wide head with 24 tines and 
a 60” vinyl sleeved aluminum handle for 
durability. 
ITEM # COR61061 
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